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Abstract
The existing residential buildings in the European countries are rather old
and often fail to meet the current energy performance criteria. In Sweden,
about 45% of the existing residential buildings have been constructed before
1960. Considering the significant contribution of existing buildings to
Greenhouse Gas emissions, improving buildings energy performance could
considerably help to achieve the national targets. Sweden’s fourth national
action plan calls for 45% reduction in final energy use for heating of buildings
by 2050, compared to 1995. Deep energy renovation of buildings envelope
would significantly contribute to heat demand reduction. However, it is often
subject to complex challenges from economic perspectives.
In this thesis, the cost-effectiveness and cost-optimality of building energy
renovation have been studied in order to provide knowledge on where to start
building renovation, in which order and to what extent. It aims at suggesting
cost-effective approaches for prioritising the implementation of energy
renovation measures in residential buildings, considering different technoeconomic scenarios. An extensive building energy simulation work and
analytical analysis were performed on a multi-family building and singlefamily houses.
The findings suggest how to prioritise the energy renovation of different
envelope components in buildings located in different outdoor climates from
energy saving and cost-effective perspectives. The findings indicate that the
energy renovation of older buildings in northern climate zones are more costeffective, compared to less old buildings in southern zones, when renovated to
a cost-optimal level. The older buildings offer more energy saving when
renovated to a cost-optimal level, compared to less old buildings or those in
southern zones. The contribution of climate zones to the cost-effectiveness of
energy renovation varies significantly in different components, depending on
their level of exposure to outdoor climate.
An optimisation exercise was done in order to maximise energy saving by
renovation of building envelope components under budget constraint
condition. The enumerative algorithm of Brute-force was employed for this
optimisation problem. The results suggest optimum renovation packages
which could offer as much energy saving as a limited budget allows. It helps
to develop a forward-thinking perspective that would guide individuals and
financial institutions in their investment plans and incentives allocation policy.
Keywords: Building renovation, Energy efficiency, Cost-optimality, costeffectiveness, Building envelope, Residential buildings, Building energy
simulation, Brute-force algorithm
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1. Introduction
Buildings have been a fundamental and crucial need since the beginning of
human existence on the planet Earth. The architecture, structure and physical
characteristics of buildings have gradually evolved to provide comfort for
residents. We, human, have been very successful in this task by consistently
working on technical and architectural characteristics of buildings to make
them as comfortable as we desired. However, we have just recently begun to
realise that we have failed to take care of environmental sustainability while
planning, designing and constructing the buildings. It is only a couple of
decades since the magnitude of buildings’ role in energy use and climate
change has been recognized.
The residential building stock in European countries is relatively old. The
existing statistics indicate that half of existing residential buildings in Europe
were constructed before 1970 [2]. However, most of these buildings have yet
remained within the serviceability limit from the load-bearing point of view. It
is estimated that about 75–85% of the existing buildings in this stock will be
in use in 2050 [3]. In Sweden, about three-quarters of the existing residential
buildings are above 40 years old. Approximately, 48% of the existing singlefamily houses and 41% of the existing multi-family buildings in Sweden were
built prior to 1960, when building codes’ criteria were not oriented toward
energy-efficiency [2]. This suggests that a large number of existing Swedish
residential buildings are not as energy efficient as the current building codes
require.
A low energy efficient building stock would require more and careful
attention where climate change is concerned. This is mainly due to
contribution of buildings to the global energy use and Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions [4-8]. As the International Energy Agency indicates, the world’s
buildings accounted for about 32% of total global final energy use and 19% of
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GHG emissions in 2010 [5]. Energy is used in different phases of building’s
life cycle (e.g. production, operation and end-of-life) for different purposes.
Energy use for space heating of residential buildings is responsible for
significant part of total energy use in this sector. According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [6], space heating contributed to
32–34% of the global final energy use in buildings in 2010. In another study,
the European Environmental Agency suggests that energy use for space
heating of residential buildings in Europe contributes to about 68% of total
energy use during the operation phase of buildings [9].
Considering the large contribution of buildings to global energy use and
GHG emissions, improving the energy efficiency of residential buildings
appears to be necessary in order to achieve the EU objective of reducing 80–
95% of GHG emissions by 2050, compared to 1990. The European parliament
suggests 80% reduction in the final energy use of buildings by 2050,
compared to 2010 [10]. In residential buildings, the envelope renovation has a
considerable role in achieving this target through space heat demand
reduction, as suggested in [11-17].
Planning and decision making processes of building energy renovation are
challenging exercises from economics perspective. For example, building
envelope renovation is often needed in major renovation* projects in order to
achieve the goals on reduced final energy use. However at the same time, it
turns out to be the most expensive energy efficiency improvement for the
property owners [18, 19]. Therefore, the economics of final energy use
reduction for the space heating of buildings shall be considered when the
energy renovation of building is studied in order to make a cost-effective
renovation decision. The pay-back of initial investment for implementing the
energy efficiency measures should be able to offer financial motivation for the
building owners in order to employ cost-effective renovation strategy. Such
strategy may provide the opportunity to suggest renovation patterns that could
identify different dimensions of a renovation plan, e.g. which parts of the
building to consider for renovation, in which order and to what extent (i.e.
how deep). The answer of these questions could suggest cost-effective
renovation patterns from micro-economic perspective.
The concept of cost-optimality shall also be taken into account when
energy renovation is studied and designed. EU directive of 2010 [1] requires
the cost-optimal level of energy renovation to be identified, while analysing
and planning the energy renovation. A cost-optimal level in building energy

* Major or deep renovation is defined as the renovation where either total cost of renovation is higher than
25% of the building value or more than 25% of the building envelope surface undergoes renovation [1].
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renovation is where the sum of operating cost for heating of a building and the
capital investment for energy saving is minimised.
The cost-effectiveness and cost-optimality of buildings energy renovation
have been extensively studied during the last decade from a single building
level to a national building stock. These studies typically consider various
economics parameters such as energy price development, discount rate, energy
and emissions tax and incentives, which can potentially affect the costeffectiveness of energy renovation. There is a large variety of energy
efficiency measures, which have been considered in these studies. These
measures may include, but not limited to, improvement of the heating system
efficiency, electrical appliances, lighting and ventilation systems as well as
reduction of thermal transmittance in building envelope components and
improvement of the building envelope airtightness.
A comparative review of recent studies [20-42] on cost-effectiveness and
cost-optimality of buildings energy renovation has been performed with
respect to the employed methods, assumptions and techno-economic
parameters and presented in paper III of this thesis [43]. A common feature of
existing studies is that considered energy efficiency measures are typically a
set of certain selected measures. These measures are analysed as individual
measures (i.e. single measures) or as different combinations (i.e. renovation
packages). The economic analysis is then conducted among those predefined
measures to evaluate whether the measures are cost-effective or how and
where the cost-optimal level (from certain specific measures) would occur.
Some studies are limited to cost-effectiveness analysis [21, 27, 30-33, 38, 44],
whilst others include cost-optimisation analysis too [22-24, 26, 45-51].
Among the existing literature, some focus on case-study buildings (e.g. [22,
23, 26, 27, 29-31, 34, 37, 40, 42, 52-54]), whilst in some others (e.g. [44, 51,
55-57]), different types of buildings (e.g. buildings from different construction
periods, or different size and dimension) have been analysed, in order to
obtain a broader picture of cost-effectiveness and cost-optimality in a district
level of a building stock.
However, the following questions yet remained unanswered and require
further investigation in order to complement the existing studies.
 Where to start the building envelope renovation, in a single building
and in the entire building stock level, considering buildings in different
climate zones and from different construction period?
 Which order shall be considered when renovating the building
envelope components?
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How deep may the renovation of each component go from the
microeconomic perspective of building owners?
In order to answer these questions in this work, wide spans of possible and
practical energy renovation measures, which could be implemented on the
building envelope, have been taken into account for the cost-effectiveness and
cost-optimality study of the energy renovation.


1.1.

Research questions

Considering the knowledge gap, described above, the main research
questions that this thesis attempts to answer can be divided into the following
parts:
1) How to design energy saving measures in building envelope
renovation in order to approach cost-effective renovation strategy?
2) What is the role of techno-economic parameters in cost-optimal
level and cost-effectiveness of buildings envelope energy
renovation?
3) How to prioritise the energy renovation of building envelope
components with respect to cost-effectiveness?
4) How to obtain a maximum energy saving for space heating of a
building through an optimum allocation pattern of a renovation
budget?
The first question is related to the development and study of methods for
cost-effectiveness and cost-optimisation analysis in order to provide the
possibility for prioritisation of energy efficiency measures in building
envelope renovation. The second question concerns the contribution of
different techno-economic parameters, such as energy price development,
discount rate, outdoor climates, building lifespan and building envelope
thermal performance, to the cost-optimal level and cost-effectiveness of
energy renovation. The third question is related to the order of building
envelope energy renovation from a cost-effectiveness perspective. Following
the findings obtained from the first and second questions, prioritisation
strategies are suggested in this part. The strategies would indicate the trends of
cost-effectiveness for energy renovation of building envelope components in
buildings with different thermal performance and in different outdoor
climates. The last question concerns methods for solving an optimisation
problem in which a limited renovation budget is to be distributed among
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different building components in order to achieve maximum energy saving for
space heating of a building.

1.2.

Aims and scope

This work aims at complementing the existing knowledge and
understanding within the subjects of cost-effectiveness and the cost-optimality
of building envelope energy renovation. It provides methods and suggests
techno-economic strategies on how to prioritise the implementation of energy
renovation measures for building envelope renovation in residential buildings,
when cost-effectiveness is concerned, from the microeconomics point of view.
Specifically, the work provides insights on how to mobilise an investment in
order to approach cost-optimal level of renovation, by taking the following
parameters into account:
 Economic parameters, e.g. discount rate and energy price
development;
 The lifespan of buildings after implementing energy renovation
measures;
 The geographical location of buildings, e.g. different climate
zones of Sweden;
 The age of existing buildings (i.e. buildings from different
construction periods), representing different building envelope
characteristics;
 Financial constraints in energy renovation.
The cost-optimal level and cost-effectiveness of energy renovation are
studied on a multi-story residential building and on a sample of single-family
house from different construction periods in Sweden. The case-study building
is a typical Swedish multi-family apartment building from 1960s and the
single-family houses are representative samples of Swedish house stock from
different vintages.
The building renovation in this study is limited to improving the thermal
performance of building envelope for energy conservation purpose through
reducing final energy use for space heating. Therefore, the terms “energy
renovation” or “building renovation” in this study refer to the energy
renovation of building envelope.
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1.3.
Outline of the thesis and papers’
contributions
This thesis is based on five original papers which follow a sequential
development to provide further understanding of the cost-optimality and costeffectiveness of energy renovation in residential buildings and the implications
of techno-economic parameters.
The thesis starts with questions concerning the cost-effectiveness of
building energy renovation, by focusing initially on the building envelope
components and analysing the parameters that the cost-effectiveness may be
affected by. In paper I, a multi-family residential building was used to study
the contribution of economic parameters and the remaining lifespan of
building after renovation to cost-effectiveness. The method that was employed
to undertake this task is described in section 4.1.1 of this thesis and the results
are presented in section 5.1.
Once an overall understanding of the renovation cost-effectiveness and the
knowledge on contribution of different parameters to the cost-effectiveness
was obtained, the cost-optimality of energy renovation of building envelope
was studied, in paper II. The building envelope components of the same multistory residential building were considered for the energy renovation. The costoptimisation analysis was performed and the implications of several
renovation scenarios on the cost-optimal level of renovation were studied. In
this paper, a wide range of energy saving measures were analysed for
renovation of each component in order to assure selecting the cost-optimum
thickness for additional insulation on opaque components and cost-optimum
U-value for new windows. The method that was employed to perform this
exercise is described in section 4.1.2 of this thesis and the results are presented
in section 5.2.
Following the second paper, the cost-optimality and cost-effectiveness of
the same building were analysed in four different climate zones of Sweden, in
paper III. The concept of Net Present Profit (NPP) was used in this paper in
order to study the climate zone implications on the cost-optimal level of
renovation as well as on the range of energy efficiency measures where the
renovation may be cost-effective. This method is described in section 4.1.3 of
this thesis and the results are presented in section 5.3.
The same concept was used in paper IV to study the energy renovation of
representative single-family houses where financing the energy renovation is
the main concern for the house owner. In paper IV, the studied houses are
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from different construction periods and located in different climate zones of
Sweden and represent a large number of Swedish single-family house stock
[58, 59]. The obtained results from this part of the study are presented in
section 5.4 of the thesis.
The same representative house was used in paper V in order to optimise
the budget allocation pattern for energy renovation of the building envelope.
The optimum allocation pattern in this study refers to the optimum design of
building renovation that could offer maximum energy saving when the budget
is limited. An enumerative algorithm was employed to solve this optimisation
problem, considering different outdoor climate zones of Sweden. The
employed method is described in section 4.1.4 of this thesis and the obtained
results are presented in section 5.5.
The study flowchart is illustrated in Figure 1.1 and indicates the
contributions of the papers.

Figure 1.1. The study flowchart and contributions of the papers
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2. Background
This chapter describes the background knowledge that was used to initiate,
design and conduct the research study. It contains detailed information on
building contribution to global energy use, the current condition of building
stock in Europe and Sweden and the energy renovation background.

2.1.

Climate change and energy sector

The fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) [6] indicates that the climate change is undeniable and
that the cause is, most probably, carbon dioxide emissions. Some observable
changes are, increasing temperature of oceans and the atmosphere, reduction
in snow precipitation, increase in the Arctic ice melting trend, rising of the sea
level and change in weather patterns. The IPCC calculations and modelling
suggest that business-as-usual scenario for the current increase rate of
emissions is likely to cause 2.6 – 4.8 ˚C rise in global average temperature and
0.45 – 0.82 meters increase in sea levels by the end of this century [6]. The
energy sector is one of the major responsible sectors for the climate change
issue. It contributes to two-thirds of GHG emissions [8].

2.2.

Energy use in the building sector

The building sector is, globally, one of the largest sectors from the energy
use perspective. In 2010, buildings used about 32% of total global final
energy. This consists of 24% for residential and 8% for commercial buildings
[4]. Buildings’ space heating contributed to 32 – 34% of the global final
energy use in Buildings in 2010 [6]. According to the European Environment
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Agency [9], energy use for space heating contributes to about 68% of total
energy use during the operation phase of buildings in the European countries.
The building sector is not on the track that is required to satisfy the global
climate commitments [60]. The contribution of building sector to energy use;
and consequently to GHG emissions; has considerably increased within the
last several decades. In the global scale, buildings final energy use increased
from 119 EJ in 2010 to 124 EJ in 2016, as indicated by International Energy
Agency [60]. IPCC indicates that GHG emissions from the building sector
have increased more than 200% between 1970 and 2010 [6]. Considering the
current increase rate of the World population*, no promising horizon can be
imagined for the Earth and our next generation, if the current situations remain
unchanged.

2.3.

The age of existing residential buildings

In European countries, it is crucial to pay attention to the energy
performance of existing building stock, since it is old and not as energy
efficient as the current buildings norms require. The EU building stock
consists of a large share of buildings constructed before 1970s, following the
World War II destruction. However, a large number of those buildings are still
standing and can serve longer if routinely maintained. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
distribution of single-family houses and multi-family buildings in the
European building stock divided based on the construction period [2]. As this
Figure indicates, about 50% of the existing buildings in Europe were
constructed prior to 1970. This may explain the large contribution of European
building stock to final energy use and suggests a considerable potential for
climate change mitigation.

Figure 2.1. Distribution of residential buildings in Europe

* World Health Organisation (WHO) forecasts that the global urban population growth will be
approximately 1.84% per year between 2015 and 2020, 1.63% per year between 2020 and 2025, and
1.44% per year between 2025 and 2030.
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Similarly, in Sweden, about 45% of the existing buildings are above 50
years old. This suggests that this building sector is in urgent need of energy
renovation and therefore, it is a potential source of energy conservation.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the distribution of existing single-family houses and
multi-family buildings from different vintages in Swedish building stock [61].

Figure 2.2. Distribution of residential buildings in Sweden

The Figures indicate that only about one-fourth of the entire existing
buildings in Sweden were built after 1975 and the rest are older than 40 years.
Another important observation is that about half of the existing single-family
houses are above 55 years old.

2.4.
Renovation of building stock in Sweden
and Europe
As was explained earlier in this chapter (section 2.3), around half of the
existing residential buildings, in the European countries, are older than 47
years and not as energy efficient as the current building norms require.
However, about 75–85% of the existing buildings are expected to be standing
by 2050 [62]. Therefore, deep energy renovation of these buildings is urgent
and crucial in order to satisfy the user comfort and meet the commitment of
Europe to reduce GHG emissions. The EU aims at reducing GHG emissions
by 20%, 40% and 80–95% until 2020, 2030 and 2050, respectively compared
to the 1990 baseline in addition to the energy efficiency improvement by at
least 20%, by 2020 [63].
The study of financing mechanisms for Europe’s buildings renovation [64]
indicates that the rate of Europe’s energy renovation is below 50% of the
required rate that is needed to meet the goals by 2020. Increasing the current
EU renovation rate to at least 2-3% is essential to meet these requirements [3].
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In Sweden too, 75% of existing buildings will require comprehensive energy
renovation by 2050 [65]. Sweden's fourth national Action Plan for energy
efficiency [66] has developed a proposal for a national strategy for energyefficient renovation of the building stock. The proposed action plan calls for
45% reduction in final energy use for space heating and hot water by 2050,
compared to 1995. This requires the average final energy use for space heating
and hot water to be reduced to 95 kWh/m2year by 2050.

2.4.1. The renovation barriers
Building energy renovation projects often face obstacles which do not
allow the energy efficiency measures to be implemented as planned to provide
a cost-effective outcome. The renovation barriers result from a large variety of
causes. There are various studies that discuss the renovation barriers from
different perspectives [67-72]. The barriers are typically classified in different
categories, e.g. technical, organisational, behavioural and financial [65]. The
buildings ownership and the project specifications (e.g. geometry, location and
building characteristics) can significantly affect the contribution of each
category. For instance, energy price and lack of confidence in energy suppliers
can affect the renovation decision making process.
One of the important barriers in the renovation of public buildings, owned
by municipalities in Sweden, is the financial perspective of tenants. The initial
decision for renovation of these buildings as well as the extent of the
renovation could be considerably affected by the tenants’ willingness. Their
willingness would depend on various reasons, such as tenants’ affordability,
financial uncertainty and the missing comfort during the renovation work. The
financial uncertainty may include lack of confidence in the energy suppliers’
tariff structure as well as the trend of rent rise. According to Statistics
organisation of Sweden (SCB), 47% of all tenants in the Million Programme
homes (see section 3.1) have low purchasing power and 76% have low or
medium low purchasing power [73]. This is in particular a complex barrier
that makes the entire decision making process of renovation a challenging
exercise for the Swedish building sector. Analysing these barriers is very
crucial when a renovation project is planned. The main target of an energy
renovation may not be achieved without a comprehensive knowledge of the
existing barriers. Studying the renovation barriers, however, is not within the
scope of this thesis as described earlier in the Introduction.
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2.4.2. Economic analysis and cost-optimality of energy
renovation
The renovation of residential buildings can be necessary for various
reasons, such as restoration and repair, user comfort improvement and energy
saving. An investment on energy renovation of buildings would typically offer
multiple benefits. The benefits vary depending on the type and the extent of
energy efficiency measures, when implemented correctly. Energy saving is a
direct benefit from building renovation that can be easily converted to money
(i.e. monetising) in order to perform cost-effectiveness and cost-optimisation
analysis. However, there are a number of other direct and indirect benefits that
can be expected from energy renovation of buildings. Various literature [45,
74-77] highlighted several benefits, such as improved indoor climate and user
comfort, improved health condition due to reduced air pollution,
macroeconomic benefits (e.g. higher revenue from taxes and reduced
unemployment) [78], aesthetic perspective of buildings, property value and
social benefits. This study focuses only on the renovation of residential
buildings for energy saving purposes and the microeconomic aspects of the
energy renovation.
When the economics of buildings energy renovation is concerned, the costeffectiveness of energy saving measures should be taken into consideration
during the planning phase of renovation. Article 4 of Energy Efficiency
Directive (EED) requires the European member states to set up a strategy for
mobilising the investment for cost-effective deep energy renovation of
commercial and residential buildings [79]. The directive of energy
performance of buildings [80] recommends to implement energy renovation
measures at the cost-optimal level. The cost-optimal level of renovation is
where a renovation measure could offer the minimum global cost. The global
cost concept for economic evaluation of energy renovation is perhaps one of
the earliest concepts in buildings life cycle cost. The global cost is calculated
by adding the capital investment and the required energy cost for operating the
building within a considered timespan. Figure 2.3 illustrates a typical trend of
this concept. In order to achieve the cost-optimal level, the global cost curve
of all measures in question shall be minimised. All costs involved in
calculation of cost-effectiveness and cost-optimality study of building energy
renovation shall be discounted to the present time, in order to be comparable.
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Figure 2.3. Global cost concept of optimisation

A large variety of parameters would be taken into account while costeffectiveness and cost-optimality of energy renovation is analysed. The
parameters may include capital investment for renovation, discount rate,
lifespan of the measures, energy price, energy price development over time
and maintenance costs of the measures after renovation.
In order to analyse the cost-effectiveness and the cost-optimal level of
building energy renovation, different methods may be used. A common and
basic principle which most of the methods would follow, in one way or
another, is to compare the total cost that is to be invested on the energy
renovation with the benefit that can be obtained by reducing the energy cost,
within a certain timespan. However, imposing different parameters in different
dimensions (e.g. in multi-benefit optimisation problems) and different
limitations (e.g. renovation budget constraint) may require additional
analytical or numerical analysis. The common methods of economic analysis
which can be used to assess one dimensional economic feasibility of
renovation are net present value, cost-benefit ratio, internal rate of return,
discounted payback period and marginal cost difference [16, 20-24, 27-31, 3339, 49, 50, 74, 81].
For multi-dimensional optimisation problems however, more complex
methods are required. Such multi-dimensional problems may include different
objectives for buildings renovation, such as climate change, user comfort,
social benefits and microeconomics. The common methods which have been
used for such problems are genetic algorithms [82-85], artificial neuralnetworks [84, 85], particle swarm optimisation [86] and hybrid algorithms
[87]. Genetic algorithm appears to be one of the most common optimisation
methods, especially for multi-objective problems where, for example, both
building energy cost and residents’ thermal comfort are optimised [82].
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3. Typology of Swedish building stock
The overall characteristics of the existing residential building stock of
Sweden are presented in this section. Considering weather conditions,
historical background, geographical placement and the available resources,
this stock is, to some extent, similar to the residential stocks in most of the
neighbouring countries as well as some places in North America and Russia.
These similarities may provide the potential for the findings of this study to be
applicable to a wider geographical span, beyond Sweden.

3.1.

Historical background

During the early 1960s, Sweden faced a large shortage of house. That
caused long housing queue (i.e. more than 10 years waiting time) to get a
place to move in. The criticism of the queue society made the then Swedish
parliament adopt the goal of completing one million new homes within ten
years. In Sweden, the period of 1961 – 1975 is called “the record years”.
During the record years, about 40,000 apartment buildings with
approximately 920,000 dwellings and almost 480,000 single-family houses
were built in Sweden. One million of these dwellings came into existence
during the ten years of the “Million Homes Programme” which was between
1965 and 1974. Those buildings were mostly, in-situ concrete structures,
whilst about 15–20% were precast concrete structures.
The buildings of Million Homes Programme were geometrical, with brick
and concrete rendering as façade materials. The single-family houses were
mostly timber-framed with timber facade. The buildings and the houses from
that period used same standard technical specification in all regions of
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Sweden. They have now reached the age when comprehensive maintenance
measures are necessary [88].
In 2010, there were about 2,052,000 residential buildings in Sweden which
is equal to 538 Mm2 of heated floor area. That consists of 302 Mm2 singlefamily houses and 236 Mm2 multi-family buildings [8]. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the total heated floor area of single-family houses and multi-family buildings
in Sweden from different construction periods. Total number of dwellings
(single-family houses and apartments in multi-family buildings) in Sweden
from different construction periods are illustrated in Figure 3.2 [61].

Figure 3.1. Total heated floor area of residential buildings in Sweden

Figure 3.2. Total number of residential buildings in Sweden
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3.2.
Thermal performance of building
envelope
The thermal transmittance of building envelope components is an
indication that can be used to evaluate the performance of buildings from the
energy efficiency point of view. The typical U-values (thermal transmittance)
of building envelope components of Swedish residential buildings are
illustrated in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively for exterior walls, windows
and attic. These typical values are different for the houses and apartment
buildings which were built during different construction periods [61]. The
error bars illustrate the range of the actual U-values in the building
components, as suggested by the statistics of the Swedish National Board of
Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket).

Figure 3.3. Typical U-values of exterior walls in residential building stock of Sweden

Figure 3.4. Typical U-values of windows in residential building stock of Sweden
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Figure 3.5. Typical U-values of attic in residential building stock of Sweden

3.3.
Overall condition of residential buildings
in Sweden
The European Union housing statistics indicate that 19%, 25% and 39% of
the residential buildings in Sweden, in 2008, are older than 80, 70 and 60
years, respectively. Almost all of these buildings are in good serviceability
condition in national and international perspectives [89]. However, a large
number of existing dwellings need refurbishment, especially due to the user
comfort issues. The report published by the Swedish National Board of
Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket) [90] indicates that 75% of singlefamily houses, built before 1975, have some degree of moisture damage which
includes mould growth or mildew in at least one component on the building
envelope in Sweden. That includes the buildings with putty unrestricted facade
on regular frames, with a measured high moisture level inside the wall or
visible moisture damage. The same report indicates that 25% of multi-family
buildings, built before 1975, have a similar issue.
In another study [91], the results from a survey and inspection of 1800
buildings in Sweden indicate that about 30% of residential buildings, in 2011,
have moisture damage with mould growth. The moisture damage and mould
growth was detected in different components of the building envelope
including the attic, basement and the façade. This creates uncomfortable and
unhealthy indoor environment for the residents. In addition to the user comfort
problem, this, on its own, may be an indication for the start of the façade and
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windows disintegration that suggests considering some extent of
refurbishment.
In Sweden, residential buildings account for approximately 21% of the
country’s overall energy use [8]. The average final energy use for heating of
Swedish single-family houses in 2009, constructed in different vintages, is
illustrated in Figure 3.6 [92].

Figure 3.6. Average final energy use for heating of single-family houses constructed during
different decades in Sweden

The average final energy use for space heating of the residential buildings
in Sweden was about 118 kWh/m2 in 2014, as it is indicated by the European
commission [93].
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4. Methodology
The bottom-up methodology approach which was developed within the
work of this thesis aims at presenting a cost-optimum strategy for
prioritisation of building energy renovation measures. This methodology
consists of numerical and analytical analyses. A case-study multi-story
residential building as well as a Swedish representative single-family house
were numerically analysed in order to perform energy balance simulations.
This was followed by detailed analytical analyses of the cost-optimisation and
the cost-effectiveness of building energy renovation. A variety of
circumstances (i.e. building age and geographical locations), economic
uncertainties and financial constraints in renovation were implemented in the
analytical analysis in order to obtain a broader picture of the energy
renovation of residential building stock in Sweden from cost-effectiveness
perspective.
This work focuses on the required final energy for space heating (i.e. space
heat demand) of residential buildings and the energy renovation measures
implemented to reduce space heat demand. The considered measures in this
study are limited to thermal performance improvement of the components in
buildings’ envelope, i.e. exterior walls, windows, attic floor and basement
walls. A wide range of energy efficiency measures, for each building
component, was studied to ensure a high level of accuracy in cost-optimisation
analysis. The implications of different economic scenarios were studied to
answer part of the uncertainty that is inevitable in the economic analysis of
energy renovation. Detailed description of the employed methods and the
analyses are outlined and presented below.
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4.1.
Economic analysis of buildings energy
renovation
There are various methods of economic analysis, presented in the existing
studies for analysing the cost-optimal level and cost-effectiveness of buildings
energy renovation. They all follow the concept of cost-benefit analysis in one
way or another, depending on the limitations, dimensions and the main target
of the study. The final results of the analysis are significantly different based
on the level of economic consideration, i.e. either microeconomics or
macroeconomics.
Microeconomics, as defined by Edwin Mansfield [94], deals with the
economic behaviour of the individual units, such as consumers, households,
firms or industries, while macroeconomics deals with the behaviour of the
economic systems, such as gross domestic products (GDP) and the level of
unemployment. In macroeconomics analysis, a broad range of parameters such
as inflation, GDP and unemployment rate is examined to understand how the
economy functions, whilst, microeconomics deals with individuals’ actions
with regard to making decisions for the financial resources management [78,
95, 96]. The economic analyses that were used in this study consider the
microeconomics aspects of energy renovation from building owners’
perspectives.
Considering the large contribution of building envelope renovation to the
space heat demand reduction (described earlier in the Introduction), the work
in this thesis focuses on the renovation of building envelope. The energy
renovation measures were considered to be either energy saving measures on
single components of building envelope or combinations of energy saving
measures on different components. The latter was presented as renovation
packages. These measures include a wide range of different thicknesses for
additional insulation on opaque components of building envelope as well as
different U-values for the new windows, which are available in the building
materials market. This is to suggest the cost-optimal level of energy
renovation in building envelope components, depending on different technoeconomic parameters and limitations and to study whether it is cost-effective.
An energy efficient measure is cost-effective as long as the investment cost
required for implementing the measure is compensated by the saved energy
cost during the considered lifespan of the measure.
A measure with a minimum global cost, which represents cost-optimal
level (defined in section 2.4.2), may or may not be cost-effective. This can be
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obtained by comparing the energy cost before renovation with the global cost
when energy renovation measure is implemented. The energy cost shall be
discounted to the present time when the investment is made. This is to
calculate the net present value (NPV) of operation cost in order to make the
costs comparable for the cost-effectiveness and cost-optimisation analysis. In
order to calculate the net present value (NPV) of energy cost for space
heating, the following equation was used.
𝐶𝐶

𝑖𝑖
NPV = ∑𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖[(1+𝑅𝑅)𝑖𝑖 ]

(1)

where C is the net cash flow during the timespan n (which is the remaining
lifespan of building after renovation) and R is a real discount rate. In this
work, the cash flow is the final cost of required energy for space heating.
The methods of cost-optimisation and cost-effectiveness analyses of
building energy renovation that were used in this study are outlined and
described below.

4.1.1. Ratio of investment per saved energy
The ratio of investment per saved cost of energy for space heating (ISE) is
an indication that would suggest whether a measure is cost-effective. A
renovation measure would be cost-effective as long as the ISE ratio is either
equal to or smaller than one. The investment in ISE calculation is the total cost
of implementing energy renovation measures (capital cost). The saved cost of
energy is expressed as the accumulative NPV of annual saved cost of energy
during the service lifespan of the measure. The ISE ratio can be calculated,
using the following equation.

ISE =

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(2)

4.1.2. Marginal cost difference
In this method of optimisation, a differentiation analysis is required in
order to find the optimum measure. The optimum measure is where the
maximum profit from a renovation of a component can be achieved. This
profit can be defined as the function below.
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f(x) = S(x) – I(x)

(3)

where S(x) is the NPV of saved cost of final energy and I(x) is the capital
investment for implementing the measure.
In order to find the maximum point in the function f(x), the “Marginal Cost
Difference” shall be analysed. This analysis can be performed by calculating
the difference between the marginal energy cost saving and the corresponding
marginal investment for consecutive measures (e.g. different thicknesses of
extra insulation on opaque components of building envelope). The maximum
point of the function f(x) is therefore where the derivative of this function is
equal to zero as is shown in the equation below and illustrated in Figure 4.1.

δf(x)/δx = (δS(x)/δx) − (δI(x)/δx)=0

(4)

Figure 4.1. Marginal cost difference concept for cost-optimisation of energy renovation

4.1.3. Net Present Profit (NPP)
The difference between reduced cost for space heating and the capital cost
of renovation (investment) would indicate whether the renovation is costeffective. The reduced cost of space heating, due to energy saving, should be
discounted to the time when renovation investment is made. The term “net
present profit (NPP)” has been suggested (in the Appended paper III) to
analyse the cost-effectiveness based on the difference between capital cost of
renovation and the profit from reduced heat demand. This difference may also
suggest how much net profit from energy renovation could be gained within
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the remaining lifespan of building, if the renovation is cost-effective. The
measure that provides the largest NPP represents the optimum renovation
measure. NPP is practically the function f(x) in marginal cost difference
concept illustrated in Figure 4.1. The following equation shows the details of
the NPP concept.

NPP =

𝑆𝑆

∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1[ 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 ] − I
(1+𝑅𝑅)

(5)

where S is the net cash flow (saved cost of final energy for space heating)
during the considered timespan of n years (i.e. remaining lifespan of building
after renovation), R is real discount rate and I is the capital investment for
energy renovation.
Figure 4.2 illustrates a sample diagram for NPP calculation results where
different thicknesses of an additional insulation material on an opaque
component of the building envelope are considered in the optimisation
analysis. It shows how the diagram can be interpreted and what information
can be extracted.

Figure 4.2. Net present profit (NPP) for cost-optimal level and cost-effectiveness
analysis of energy renovation

In Figure 4.2, the efficiency measure that is indicated as Point 2 represents
the cost-optimum thickness of extra insulation. Point 1 represents the
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minimum insulation thickness which requires the lowest investment for energy
renovation without financial loss (i.e. cost-effective as yet). Point 3 indicates
the measure that offers maximum energy savings due to the maximum
thickness of additional insulation without financial loss (i.e. cost-effective as
yet). The range of measures between Points 1 and 3 is the range where the
measures are cost-effective. The NPP concept can provide a comprehensible
picture to express and visualize the cost-optimality as well as the costeffectiveness of energy renovation, especially in a comparative analysis.

4.1.4. Optimisation with constraint (Brute-force
algorithm)
In cost analysis of energy renovation projects, there are a number of
limitations that a project might face. One of the limitations may be financial
constraint. Regardless of the motivation and the objective of building
renovation, financing is always a parameter which drives the decision making
process, in one way or another. Therefore, having a good knowledge on the
financing barriers and the solutions to overcome those barriers is important
due to the inevitable role of financial constraints. One of the common
obstacles in energy renovation of buildings is the constraint in the budget
which is allocated to a renovation project. This is especially the case for
buildings with private ownership. The first question that a building owner
would face is “how to invest a limited budget, when there are more than one
alternative for energy renovation?” or “what is the optimum distribution of a
limited budget between different components that should and could undergo
renovation, in order to obtain maximum energy saving?”
In this study, a single-family house envelope was considered for energy
renovation in order to reduce space heat demand when the allocated budget of
renovation is limited. There are several components in the house envelope
such as walls, windows and roof, to which the limited budget could be
allocated in order to improve thermal performance. The problem, which is
going to be solved in this study, may be defined as the follow.
“What share of the budget should be invested on renovation of each
component to have as much energy saving as possible?”
In order to introduce and explain the method of solving such problems, an
example is presented below.
In this example, the question is to find an optimum solution to travel from
point A (Figure 4.3) by passing through all other points (i.e. B, C, D and E)
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and return to A. This is known as Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). In this
problem, the optimum solution is the minimum weight (e.g. the cost of
traveling) for TSP.

Figure 4.3. Hamilton circuits in traveling salesman problem

The green lines show one possibility (candidate) of the solution. This is
known as one Hamilton circuit. In order to solve this problem, we need to use
the following algorithm:
1st: List all possible solutions, i.e. all Hamilton circuits that could meet
boundaries of the problem;
2nd: Calculate total weight for each Hamilton circuit (e.g. cost of travel);
3rd: Select the Hamilton circuit which has the minimum weight among all
other circuits.
The first step is to find out and list all possible solutions (all circuits in our
example). There are five vertices in this example (A to E). These vertices
create 24 Hamilton circuits in which one will be the answer (optimum circuit)
of our problem. In such problem, it can be very complex to find all circuits
(candidates) when there are a large number of vertices. In real optimisation
problems, where the number of vertices can be many more than the example
presented here, the number of candidates may increase by the order of
magnitude. Therefore, computer programmes have to be employed for such
enumeration exercises in order to find all possible candidates. This algorithm
is known as the “Brute-Force Algorithm”.
Similarly, the problem of finding the optimum renovation which is an
optimum combination of the considered measures of the building envelope
components, when the budget is limited, is complex because of the large
number of measures for each component that creates many combinations.
Each combination is considered as a renovation package. In such a case, the
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number of renovation packages is too large to be evaluated manually. In order
to solve this renovation optimisation problem, when the allocated budget is
limited, the Brute-force search method was employed in this work.
The Brute-force search method consists of generating and enumerating all
feasible solutions (i.e. all possible combinations of renovation measures, in
this study) and inspecting whether these combinations could satisfy the
problem criteria which is that the renovation cost no more than the allocated
budget). The Brute-force search can guarantee the finding of a unique
solution, since one of the combinations that gives the most energy saving
among other combinations is to be chosen.
Computer programmes are practical tools which are required for the
enumeration process. Once all possible combinations are produced, the
optimum answer (i.e. the renovation package which provides maximum
energy saving) is obtained by using the Pareto efficiency concept. Pareto
efficiency is an economic state where the available resources are allocated in
the most efficient manner. The optimum answer will be among the Pareto
efficiency measures (i.e. Pareto frontier) and varies depending on the allocated
budget. In this work, the computer programme of Visual Basic was used in the
MS Excel platform to create a macro in order to perform enumerative analysis
of the Brute-force search. For a detailed process of calculation, an example
has been provided in appended paper V to illustrate the Brute-force
application in the optimisation problem of energy renovation with budget
constraint.
In this paper, three components of the house envelope were considered for
energy efficiency improvement. The energy efficiency measures that were
used for this analysis are described in Table 4.4. In this exercise, there are 7
measures for windows, 11 measures for the attic floor and 12 measures for
exterior walls. This creates 7ₓ11ₓ12 = 924 combinations. These combinations
are the total number of renovation packages which could be potentially
considered for the energy renovation of the house envelope. However, the
budget constraint would limit the choices of renovation packages. The Bruteforce algorithm allows enumerating the renovation packages and ranking them
in order to find the package that would satisfy the budget constraint and offer
the maximum energy saving.
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4.2.
Techno-economic parameters in costoptimality study
The cost-effectiveness and cost-optimal level of building energy
renovation are dependent on various parameters. This part of the thesis
presents the contribution of the main influential parameters to the cost-optimal
level and cost-effectiveness of energy renovation.

4.2.1. Discount rate
Discount rate reflects the expected rate of return and it is the basis for the
long-term profit assessment of an investment [97]. It is required to make the
present and future values compatible in an economic assessment. The
application of discount rate in energy efficiency analysis is when net present
value of a future cash flow shall be calculated. Discount rate is a normative
parameter and it is set by governments [98]. The potential risk in capital
investment can be reduced when considering the energy efficiency measures.
Therefore, discount rate for sustainable buildings is usually on risk-free basis
[99]. In general, higher discount rate causes lower ambition to improve energy
performance of buildings. Different reports and literature [21, 97, 98, 100102] suggest different discount rates for energy system analysis. The official
proposed discount rates were reviewed in the current study in order to have a
set of references for choosing a discount rate for the economic analysis in this
thesis.
A discussion paper from BPIE [97] indicates that discount rates may vary
from one country to another and it may depend on the investment timespan.
The same report suggests a real discount rate between 1% and 7% for energy
system analysis in EU member states. The U.S. Department of Energy [100]
suggests a discount rate of 3% for life cycle cost (LCC) analysis of existing
and new buildings and energy conservation projects. The BRE Global Client
reports [103] a real discount rate of 3.5% suggested by the UK Treasury for
the LCC analysis of insulation material. Zalejska-Jonsson, A. [102] calculated
2% discount rate, considering risk-neutral investor. In some cases, the real
discount rate is suggested even below 1% when the target is economic
analysis of energy efficiency. For instance, the office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy of U.S. Department of Energy [101] propose real discount
rates of 0.1%, 0.5% and 0.7% for cost-effectiveness analysis for the lifespan
of 10, 20 and 30 years, respectively.
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From the reviewing of the existing references on discount rates, considered
for the energy efficiency economic analysis, it is indicated that the discount
rate is subject to a large uncertainty and may extensively change. Therefore, as
the guideline of the European Regulation No. 244/2012 [104] advises too, a
sensitivity analysis was done, in this thesis, to evaluate the contribution of
discount rates to the cost-effectiveness and cost-optimal level of energy
renovation in residential buildings. A real discount rate of 3% was considered
in this work as an intermediate rate and the sensitivity analysis was performed
for discount rates within the range of 1 6 %.

4.2.2. Energy price for space heating
The space heating in the multi-story residential building and single-family
house analysed in this thesis are supplied by district heating (DH). DH price
tariff of Växjö energy supplier (VEAB) were used in cost-effectiveness and
cost-optimisation analysis of energy renovation in a multi-story residential
building in Växjö. In order to study the representative single-family houses,
the mean value of 0.091 Euro/kWh for district heating was used, as suggested
by the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning of Sweden
(Boverket) [58].
The Swedish Energy Agency [105] indicates the DH price increase of
annually 1.9 %. In this thesis, a sensitivity analysis for 3% and 4% annual
increase in DH price was performed too. In the later papers (the appended
papers 4 and 5), where single-family houses are analysed, district heating price
was assumed to increase 1.5% per year as suggested by Boverket [58].

4.2.3. Remaining lifespan of buildings after renovation
Various parameters contribute to the lifespan of a building. These
parameters may be the building materials quality and durability, the
construction technology at the time when the building was constructed, the
maintenance regime and the climate condition of the building location. The
latest is especially important for the building components that are exposed to
the outdoor climate. The common reason of buildings demolition is the area
redevelopment, as a survey of housing statistics in the European Union reveals
[89]. It suggests that the physical and structural condition of buildings is not
commonly the reason for demolition. Therefore, building demolition would
not be considered unless there is strong justification other than the age of the
building.
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The Swedish residential building stock is relatively old. Approximately,
45% and 75% of the existing residential buildings have been built before 1960
and 1975, respectively [61]. The buildings of that period have been
constructed in accordance with the then building codes. There is no evidence
reporting non-compliance of the existing buildings with the current codes
from structural point of view. This provides reasons to believe that the
structural performance of these buildings is still in the serviceability limit and
fulfil the requirements of current building codes from structural perspectives.
In the European Union building stock, it is estimated that 75% to 85% of the
existing buildings will still be in use in 2050 [3].
In this thesis, it was assumed that the considered energy renovation
measures would have consistent performance within the assumed timespans
for cost-effectiveness and cost-optimisation analysis. The timespan that was
considered in this study is the remaining lifespan of the building after
renovation. This timespan was assumed to be 40, 50 or 60 years. This range
was considered mostly for performing a sensitivity analysis in order to obtain
an overall picture for the contribution of lifespan to cost optimality and costeffectiveness of energy renovation.

4.2.4. Geographical locations of buildings (outdoor
climate zones)
One of the aims in this study is to understand how the outdoor climate
condition may affect the cost-optimal level and cost-effectiveness of energy
renovation. Sweden is located within an extensive latitude in the northern
hemisphere, between the latitudes of approximately, 68˚N in the north and
55˚N in the south with a length of about 1500 km. This can offer an
opportunity to have more information on the sensitivity of cost-optimal level
of energy renovation to the climate variation. The Swedish building code
[106] divides the country into four climate zones from north to south (zones 1
to 4). The cost-optimisation and cost-effectiveness analysis of a multi-family
building and single-family houses were performed in all four climate zones.
Four cities were randomly selected (one in each climate zone) in order to
perform the energy balance simulation of buildings, as described below.
 Malmö, in zone 4 with a latitude of 55°6'N;
 Växjö in zone 3 with a latitude of 56°5'N;
 Borlänge in zone 2 with a latitude of 60°3'N and
 Östersund in zone 1 with a latitude of 63°1'N.
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Figure 4.4 shows the climate zones of Sweden [106] and the considered
cities in this study.

Figure 4.4. Swedish climate zones according to the building code of 2015 (Boverket,
2015)

Figure 4.5 illustrates the average of ambient temperature (°C) for the
considered locations of the studied buildings, between the years 1996 and
2005. This period is used in the energy balance simulation of the buildings.

Figure 4.5. Ambient temperature (˚C); Average values from 1996 to 2005
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4.3.

Case-study buildings

In this thesis, one multi-family building from the 1960s and single-family
houses from different vintages were studied. The buildings were modelled for
energy balance simulations in order to study the cost-optimality and costeffectiveness of building envelope renovation. The multi-family building is a
typical multi-story residential building of the era “Million Home Programme”
(described in section 3.1). The single-family houses are representative houses
from different vintages. The vintages consist of the periods 1961–1975, 1976–
1985 and 1986–1995. The houses of different vintages have different
characteristics. Below, the detailed characteristics of the multi-family building
and the single-family houses are described.

4.3.1. Multi-story residential building
The case-study building is a concrete-frame, three-floor building with a
brick façade, constructed in 1964 in the 3rd climate zone of Sweden. The
multi-story buildings of that era have very similar and standardized
characteristics. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the northeast view and a floor plan of
the building, respectively. The characteristics of the building envelope
components are listed in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.6. North-East view of the case-study building
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Figure 4.7. Floor plan of the case-study building
Table 4.1. Building envelope characteristics

Component

Exterior walls

Windows

Basement walls

Attic floor

Façade
orientation
South facade
North facade
East facade
West facade
South facade
North facade
East facade
West facade
South facade
North facade
East facade
West facade
Below the
ground level
Roof

The area (m2)
160
220
107
107
127
55
6.5
7.5
38
22
18
12

U-value
(W/m2K)
0.29
0.34

2.9

0.63

110
400

0.25

The building has a total ventilated volume of 3710 m3 and a heated floor
area of 1430 m2. The building is equipped with an exhaust air ventilation
system and heated by district heating. District heating is the heating system
which currently dominates apartment heating in Sweden [107].
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4.3.2. Single-family house
In the European Union, the member states should define reference
buildings as indicated by regulation No. 244/2012 of the European
commission [104]. Reference buildings should represent the entire or part of
the country’s building stock for cost-optimality studies. In this thesis, a singlefamily house was considered for energy balance simulation and further
optimisation analysis of energy renovation, in order to study the cost-optimal
level and cost-effectiveness of house stock in Sweden. This house represents a
large number of single-family houses in Sweden (Total number of about
970,000 equal to 145 Mm2 of heated floor area [59]). The studied house is a
1.5-floor house with 148m2 total heated floor area. A schematic image of the
house is shown in Figure 4.8 [58].
The characteristics of this house are different depending upon the
construction period. That includes the houses built during the periods between
1961 and 1975 (specified as the house of 1970), between 1976 and 1985
(specified as the house of 1980) and between 1986 and 1995 (specified as the
house of 1990). The components characteristics of the house envelopes from
different construction periods are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. The characteristics of the houses envelope components, built between 1961 and
1975 (house of 1970), between 1976 and 1985 (house of 1980) and between 1986 and 1995
(house of 1990)

House envelope
component

Total area
(m2)

Attic floor
Exterior walls
Windows

75
100
22

U-value (W/m2 K)
House of
House of
1970
1980
0.21
0.15
0.31
0.21
2.3
2.0

House of
1990
0.12
0.17
1.9

Figure 4.8. A schematic image of the representative single-family house [58]
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The energy balance simulation was performed for the houses considering
four different locations (i.e. four climate zones) in Sweden. The existing
literature suggests that the studied single-family house have similar envelope
characteristics in the four climate zones [58, 59].

4.4.
Energy saving measures and economic
scenarios
The studies of this thesis follow a developing bottom up approach,
consisting of the order outlined below in which the energy renovation
measures are selected accordingly.
1st: Analysing the cost-effectiveness of certain efficiency measures in order
to study the implications of economic parameters and remaining lifespan of
buildings.
2nd: Studying the cost-optimality in a building envelope renovation, using
all practical energy saving measures for the improvement of thermal
performance in building envelope components.
3rd: Implication of different outdoor climates on the cost-optimal level of
renovation, using all practical energy saving measures for the renovation of
building envelope components.
4th: All practically possible measures for optimum renovation packages of
the house envelope when the renovation budget is limited.
Below the energy saving measures of each exercise are described.
In order to study the implications of techno-economic parameters on
renovation cost-effectiveness (Appended paper I), the following measures
were proposed, in this thesis. The measures were considered for energy
renovation of the multi-family building envelope. Table 4.3 shows the
considered renovation measures for each component and the initial and
improved thermal transmittance of them.
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Table 4.3. Energy efficiency measures for cost-effectiveness analysis

Building
envelope
components

Initial Uvalue,
W/m2K

Energy efficiency measures

New Uvalue,
W/m2K

Windows

2.9

New triple-glazed windows

0.9

External
doors

3.0

Changing the balcony doors

0.9

East/West
facade

0.34

Additional 195mm mineral wool panels
(-value = 0.036W/mK)

0.12

North/South
facade

0.29

Additional 195mm mineral wool panels
(-value = 0.036W/mK)

0.11

Basement
wall

0.63

Additional 200mm insulation of EPS panel
(-value = 0.039W/mK)

0.15

Attic floor

0.25

Additional 250mm mineral wool (-value
= 0.037W/mK)

0.09

In addition to the single measures, listed above, a set of combinations of
those single measures were considered and analysed in order to study the
implication of the renovation packages [17]. This exercise was done with the
purpose of covering the interaction between single measures (from the energy
balance perspective) when they are combined.
As far as the implementation practicality allows, a wide range of all energy
saving measures were selected for energy renovation of the building envelope,
in order to study the cost-optimality of the building energy renovation. These
measures were used for the studies in appended papers II to V. Table 4.4
shows the range of energy saving measures for each component in the
building envelope.
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Table 4.4. Energy efficiency measures for cost-optimality analysis

The range of considered
thicknesses (mm) for
extra insulation on
opaque components and
U-values (W/m2K) for
new windows
45 to 510

Building
envelope
components

Initial
U-value
(W/m2K)

Exterior
walls

0.31

Extra insulation of mineral
wool panels (-value =
0.034W/mK)

Basement
walls

0.63

Extra insulation of EPS
(Expanded polystyrene)
panel (-value =
0.039W/mK)

70 to 300

Attic floor

0.25

Extra mineral wool (value = 0.037W/mK)

50 to 500

Windows

2.9

Changing windows to the
ones with lower U-value

1.2 to 0.6

Energy efficiency
measures

The considered large thicknesses (e.g. 500mm extra mineral wool on attic
floor) may not be an efficient choice from the perspective of practicality.
However, such thickness provides more data in order to have more precise
cost-optimisation analysis.
In order to study the implications of economic uncertainties on the costoptimal level of energy renovation, three economic scenarios were considered
in this thesis. In the first scenario, discount rate and energy price increase were
assumed to be 1% and 3%, respectively. This scenario provides the
opportunity to implement more energy efficient measures. This scenario is
called “Sustainability scenario” in this work. In contrast, a discount rate of 5%
and energy price increase of 1% were assumed for another scenario which is
called “Business As Usual (BAU)”. This scenario may exert economic barriers
to the energy renovation of buildings. An “Intermediate scenario” has been
considered too with 3% discount rate and 2% energy price increase.

4.5.

Energy Balance Simulation

There is a large variety of energy balance simulation programmes in which
various factors for thermal performance of buildings may be taken into
account. Some of the common “transient whole building simulation”
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programmes are IDA-Indoor Climate and Energy, ESP-r, TRNSYS (Transient
System), DOE-2, EnergyPlus, e-QUEST, DesignBuilder and VIP-Energy.
VIP-Energy was used for the energy balance simulation of the buildings in
this study. In VIP-Energy, the calculations are based on dynamic equations
where all parameters are updated with a one hour time interval [108]. This
means that heat transfer coefficients are dynamic values and are adapted based
on the indoor and outdoor environmental condition. The model considers the
indoor air temperature variation that is caused by outdoor climate, ventilation
system, internal heat gain, occupancy pattern and solar heat gain. The climate
data in VIP-energy includes ambient temperature, relative humidity, wind
velocity and sun radiation [109]. These data are obtained from Meteonorm
[110] and from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
(SMHI). VIP-energy is a commercially established programme, used in the
building industry and in the academic society [111, 112], especially in Nordic
countries. The programme has been validated by tests according to the
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140 [113], International Energy Agency’s
BESTEST and CEN 15265 [114].

4.6.

Capital cost of renovation

The considered renovation of building envelope components was assumed
to be for the energy conservation purpose. The cost for implementing the
considered energy efficiency measures was calculated based on the cost
calculation data base of construction work in Sweden [115]. The cost of
required materials and the time for installation and construction work as well
as the required man-hour for each work, the cost of excavation for basement
walls insulation and the cost of required scaffolding for the work on the
external side of the facades and changing windows were taken into account.
All costs refer to the year 2014 with an average exchange rate of €1=SEK 8.9,
based on the European Central Bank [116].
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5. Analyses and Results
Findings of the conducted research work in this thesis are recapitulated in
this chapter. The results of the analysis are presented with the same order as
the papers (appended to this thesis) since they follow a developing stream of
the research work, as described below.

5.1.
Cost-effectiveness of building energy
renovation
The definition of energy renovation cost-effectiveness has been presented
in the section of Methodology (section 4.1). There are various parameters
which the cost-effectiveness of energy renovation may sensitively be
dependent on. In this part of the thesis (i.e. based on the appended paper I),
several energy saving measures for the renovation of building envelope
components (section 4.4) were considered, in order to study the implications
of techno-economic parameters on cost-effectiveness of building envelope
renovation. The multi-story residential building (section 4.3.1) was used for
this analysis. The parameters considered for sensitivity analysis include the
timespans of 40, 50 and 60 years, discount rates between 2 and 6% and the
energy price increase of 1.9, 3 and 4% (section 4.2). In order to obtain a
comprehensive picture for the implications of the considered parameters on
cost-effectiveness of energy renovation, several renovation packages of
building envelope were analysed and the results are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Detailed information of the energy saving measures, used in the renovation
packages have been provided in Table 4.3. The ratio of capital investment per
saved energy cost (section 4.1.1) was used for this cost-effectiveness analysis.
In Figure 5.1, the error bars represent energy price increase, changing from
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1.9% to 4%, from top to down, respectively. The main bars represent 3%
energy price increase.

Figure 5.1. The ratio of renovation cost per saved cost of energy in different renovation
packages

The results illustrated in Figure 5.1 indicate the significant contribution of
discount rate and energy price increase to the cost-effectiveness of energy
renovation packages. The contribution of considered timespans, however, does
not appear to be as significant as the economic parameters. The results suggest
that the considered renovation packages can be cost-effective with 2%
discount rate, regardless the considered lifespan if the energy price changes
with the rate of about 4%. An important finding of this exercise is that
discount rate is one of the crucial parameters when an energy renovation
project is evaluated from microeconomic perspective.

5.2.
Cost-optimality in building energy
renovation
Following the first paper (appended to this thesis) and having obtained a
picture for the implications of techno-economic parameters on costeffectiveness (presented above), the cost-optimisation analysis for building
envelope energy renovation was performed in papers II and III. The costoptimal level of renovation is the point where the renovation offers either the
highest profitability, when it is cost-effective; or the minimum loss (in
investment return), when it is not cost-effective. Therefore a cost-optimisation
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problem may be defined as maximising the financial profit of energy
renovation, when it is cost-effective or minimising the financial loss from
energy renovation, when it is not cost-effective. This part of the thesis aims at
studying the cost-optimality in energy renovation and the implications of
discount rate, energy price increase, remaining lifespan of building and the
outdoor climate of the building’s location and to evaluate whether the
optimum measures are cost-effective under different circumstances.
Three economics scenarios (section 4.4) were considered in this part of the
study. Each scenario represents different level of renovation from superficial
to deep. Sustainability scenario may offer a deep energy renovation in costoptimum level. In contrast, BAU scenario may allow superficial renovation to
be cost-effective in a few components of the studied building envelope,
depending on the remaining lifespan of building and its geographical location
in Sweden.
The wide ranges of energy saving measures for reducing the thermal
transmittance of the building envelope (Table 4.4) were considered in building
energy balance simulation and the results are illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
The results indicate a logarithmic trend for saved energy increment, while
energy saving measures are improved.

Figure 5.2. Space heat demand reduction while insulation thickness increases (Adapted
from paper II)
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Figure 5.3. Space heat demand reduction while replaced windows U-value reduces
(Adapted from paper II)

The trend of space heat demand reduction, in opaque components of the
building envelope shows that the marginal energy saving for space heating
diminishes while increasing the insulation thickness of additional insulation.
Similar condition exists for windows U-value improvement. However, a
significant reduction in space heat demand would happen when the current
windows are replaced by the windows with the U-value of 1.2 W/m2K. Whilst,
the contribution of smaller U-value (beyond 1.2 W/m2K) to marginal energy
saving is not significant.
In order to perform the cost-optimisation analysis, the marginal cost
difference method was employed. The details of this method have been
presented in section 4.1.2 of this thesis. The values of calculated marginal cost
difference for the considered energy saving measures in each envelope
component are illustrated in Figures 5.4 to 5.7. The results include three
scenarios of Sustainability, Intermediate and Business as usual (BAU) for each
component when a remaining lifespan of 50 years is assumed for the building.

Figure 5.4. Marginal cost difference in Exterior walls (Adapted from paper II)
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Figure 5.5. Marginal cost difference in Basement walls (Adapted from paper II)

Figure 5.6. Marginal cost difference in Attic floor (Adapted from paper II)

Figure 5.7. Marginal cost difference in Windows (Adapted from paper II)
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The results in these Figures indicate significant contribution of different
scenarios to the cost-optimal level of building envelope energy renovation.
Similar exercise was performed for 40 and 60 years remaining lifespan of
building after renovation. The final energy use for space heating of the
building, before and after energy renovation of each component to a costoptimal level, is presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. The space heat demand of building, before and after a cost-optimum energy
renovation of building envelope (kWh/m2/year)

The scenario
Remaining
lifespan, years
Before
renovation

BAU

40

50

Intermediate

60

40

50

Sustainability

60

40

50

60

97.5

Attic floor

93.3

93.3

93.3

92.6

92.6

92.6

92.2

91.9

91.9

Basement walls

92.3

92.3

92.3

91.9

91.8

91.6

91.4

91.3

91.2

Exterior walls

82.5

82.5

82.5

81.8

81.4

81.1

80.3

79.9

79.8

Windows

76.4

76.4

76.4

76.4

76.4

76.4

76.4

76

74.1

The obtained results suggest that the contribution of considered timespan
to the optimum measure is more significant in the scenario of Sustainability
compared to BAU scenario. The results suggest no changes in optimum
measures of different timespans, when the BAU scenario is considered. These
results indicate that the contribution of the remaining lifetime of building to
the cost-optimal level of renovation is considerably smaller than the
contribution of economic parameters which is in line with the earlier findings
in paper I. The results show that moving from BAU to Sustainability scenario
provides the opportunity to implement more than twice as large thickness of
extra insulation on opaque components. However, the difference in the
obtained energy saving between BAU and Sustainability scenarios may not be
significant as the results of the building energy simulation analysis indicate
(Table 5.1). Therefore, decision making for the extent of energy renovation in
building envelope components shall not be limited to the cost-optimality
concept of space heat demand reduction.
The question which might rise here, at this point, is whether these optimum
measures are cost-effective and how the economic parameters may contribute
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to that. In order to answer this question, the ratio of capital investment per
saved energy for space heating was calculated for the cost-optimum measures
of the components as well as the combinations of them, presented as
renovation packages 1, 2 and 3, defined below:
 Package 1: Cost-optimum measures in Basement walls + Attic
floor;
 Package 2: Cost-optimum measures in Basement walls + Attic
floor + Windows;
 Package 3: Cost-optimum measures in Basement walls + Attic
floor + Windows + Exterior walls.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the results of cost-effectiveness for the cost-optimum
renovation of single components and the renovation packages, assuming 50
years lifespan. The implications of three scenarios of Sustainability,
Intermediate and BAU were calculated too and the results are presented as
error bars.

Figure 5.8. Cost-effectiveness of the renovation of building envelope components and the
packages.

One observation in this Figure is that the renovation packages equilibrate
the cost-effectiveness of single components. The results of cost-effectiveness
analysis indicate that all single components and the renovation packages are
cost-effective in Sustainability scenario, when renovated to a cost-optimal
level.
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5.3.

Cost-optimality and outdoor climate

The implications of economic parameters and the remaining lifetime of the
building have comprehensively studied and discussed within the previous
sections of this chapter. The implications of different outdoor climates on the
cost-optimal level and cost-effectiveness of building envelope energy
renovation is analysed in this section, based on the approaches and findings in
the appended paper III. Thanks to the wide spread length of Sweden, there is a
good potential to obtain a broad picture for the trend of the cost-optimal level
and cost-effectiveness of building envelope energy renovation due to different
characteristics of outdoor climates. The residential multi-family building
(section 4.3.1) was considered for this analysis. The energy balance simulation
was performed separately for different Swedish climate zones (section 4.2.4).
In order to have as precise optimisation analysis as possible, wide range of
energy saving measures (section 4.4) were used. The method of Net Present
Profit (section 4.1.3) was employed for this exercise. In order to study the
implications of discount rates on cost-optimality and cost-effectiveness of the
building renovation, when climate zones vary, further analysis was performed.
Figures 5.9 to 5.12 illustrate the trend of NPP variation for energy saving
measures, implemented on envelope components, separately in each climate
zone. The results in these Figures represent a base-case scenario, i.e. a
discount rate of 3%, an energy price increase of 2% and the remaining lifespan
of 50 years.

Figure 5.9. Net present profit of additional insulation on the attic floor for the
base-case scenario (adapted from paper III)
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Figure 5.10. Net present profit of additional insulation on the basement wall for
the base-case scenario (adapted from paper III)

Figure 5.11. Net present profit of additional insulation on the exterior walls for
the base-case scenario (adapted from paper III)

Figure 5.12. Net present profit of windows replacement for the base-case
scenario (adapted from paper III)
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As it was described in section 4.1.3, the positive values of NPP represent
cost-effective renovation measures. The results illustrated in Figures 5.9 to
5.12 indicate that additional insulation on attic floor and basement walls are
cost-effective in all climate zones, regardless the thicknesses (except the
additional insulation with the thicknesses of 450 and 500mm on attic floor in
climate zone 4). As far as the cost-effectiveness is concerned, this suggests
that more energy efficient measures (i.e. additional insulation with larger
thickness than the cost-optimal level) can be used in order to obtain more
energy saving in cost-effective manner. In contrast, additional insulation on
exterior walls and replacing windows do not appear to be cost-effective in any
climate zone, for the base-case scenario. The results also indicate that the
optimum thickness of additional insulation on the attic floor, basement walls
and exterior walls in climate zone 1 is, respectively, 25, 19 and 18% larger
than the cost-optimum measures in climate zone 4. This suggests that the costoptimum measures are relatively more energy efficient in colder climates.
In order to evaluate the implications of different climate zones on the
renovation cost-effectiveness of the envelope components, when renovated to
a cost-optimal level, the largest NPP values were studied. The measures with
the largest value of NPP (i.e. cost-optimal level) can be obtained from each
curve in Figures 5.9 to 5.12. The results of cost-effectiveness analysis are
illustrated in Figures 5.13 to 5.16, taking different discount rates in different
climate zones into account. In this calculation, 2% energy price increase and
50 years remaining lifespan of building was assumed.

Figure 5.13. The cost-effectiveness of attic floor energy renovation, corresponding to the
optimum measures (adapted from paper III)
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Figure 5.14. The cost-effectiveness of basement wall energy renovation, corresponding to
the optimum measures (adapted from paper III)

Figure 5.15. The cost-effectiveness of exterior walls energy renovation, corresponding to
the optimum measures (adapted from paper III)

Figure 5.16. The cost-effectiveness of windows energy renovation, corresponding to the
optimum U-values for new windows (adapted from paper III)
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The results of NPP calculation, presented in Figures 5.13 to 5.16., indicate
that the cost-optimum measures in colder climate zones are more costeffective than the cost-optimum measures in warmer zones. However, the
contribution of climate zones to cost-effectiveness varies in different
components. The cost-effectiveness of optimum measures in attic floor is less
sensitive to climate zone changes. Whilst, exterior walls and windows have
significant sensitivity to climate zones changes. As it is illustrated in Figure
5.15, the NPP of optimum measure in exterior walls may reduce by 120%,
when the optimum renovation is carried out in climate zone 4 compared to
zone 1. This reduction may be as low as 45% in attic floor. The exposure of
component to the outdoor climate can sensibly explain this difference.
In this paper the only parameter which was considered in the sensitivity
analysis is discount rate as this is the parameter that, to some extent, can be
affected by the decision making parties in building sector. This sector may
exert influence over discount rate, if techno-economic aspects of renovation
are clearly reflected. Whilst, the energy price increase and the remaining
lifespan of building after renovation are neither easily controllable, nor
predictable.
A parameter that may represent the need for heating of building is heating
degree day (HDD) which is affected by outdoor temperature. HDD is a basic
measure to quantify building heat demand but cannot provide a sufficiently
correct and precise answer to the building space heat demand calculation.
However, it can be used to study the trend of outdoor climate contribution to
the cost-effectiveness of building energy renovation. Figure 5.17 illustrates the
trend of cost-effectiveness improvement, in each component, while climate
zones change from south to north of Sweden. This trend was calculated,
assuming 3% discount rate and 50 years remaining lifespan of building. This
trend may help to roughly estimate the cost-effectiveness of buildings with
similar characteristics in different geographical locations either within or
outside Sweden.
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Figure 5.17. The trend of changes in the cost-effectiveness due to HDD variation (adapted
from paper III)

The trends in Figure 5.17 may suggest how the cost-effectiveness of
optimum renovation may vary by the climate zones variation, in different
components. For instance, it may be suggested that in the case-study building,
the cost-optimum windows replacement (for the base-case scenario) could be
cost-effective if the building would be located in the northern latitude with the
HDD of above 6000˚C. The results present an overall picture of the costeffective improvement while HDD increases. The existing building stocks in
the neighbouring countries (Nordic and Baltic region) have some similarities
to the Swedish building stock in which the results of this study could be
usefully employed for energy renovation planning when the cost-effectiveness
is concerned.

5.4.
Cost-optimality in the renovation of
single-family houses
The economics of energy renovation in single-family houses may be more
sensitive to financial constraints due to the type of ownership, compared to the
buildings with governmental or municipality ownership. Therefore,
representative single-family houses were studied for the cost-optimality and
cost-effectiveness of the house envelope energy renovation, considering
different Swedish climate zones. Using a representative house allows to study
the cost-optimality and cost-effectiveness of the energy renovation in a stock
level. In this part of the thesis, a discount rate of 3%, energy price increase of
1.5%, DH price of 0.091 Euro/kWh [58] and lifespan of 50 years were
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assumed for the cost calculation. The considered single-family houses are
representative samples of the houses from the vintages of 1970, 1980 and
1990, as described in section 4.3.2.
The space heat demand of these houses was calculated and the results are
shown in Table 5.2, considering different climate zones. These results were
obtained from the energy balance simulation of the houses.
Table 5.2. Space heat demand of the representative houses from different vintages in
different climate zones (kWh/m2.year)

Houses
vintage
1970
1980
1990

Climate zone 1

Climate zone 2

Climate zone 3

Climate zone 4

181.3
157.6
147.8

158.1
136.9
128.3

143.8
124.3
116.4

127.6
109.9
102.7

A broad range of energy saving measures was considered to improve
thermal transmittance of attic floor, exterior walls and windows in the house
envelope. The range of different thicknesses of additional insulation and the
new windows U-values were described in section 4.4. The energy balance
simulation of building was performed, considering every measure of each
component. The Net Present Profit (NPP) was calculated as an indication for
cost-effectiveness of the house energy renovation. The results of NPP for
implementing the additional insulation on attic floor are presented in Figures
5.18 to 5.20 for the houses of three different vintages (i.e. houses of 1970,
1980 and 1990), located in different climate zones.
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Figure 5.18. The trends of NPP when the thickness of extra insulation on attic floor varies
for the house of vintage 1970, considering different climate zones (adapted from paper IV).

Figure 5.19. The trends of NPP when the thickness of extra insulation on attic floor varies
for the house of vintage 1980, considering different climate zones (adapted from paper IV)

Figure 5.20. The trends of NPP when the thickness of extra insulation on attic floor varies
for the house of vintage 1990, considering different climate zones (adapted from paper IV).
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The results of NPP calculation, presented in Figures 5.18 to 5.20, indicate
that the renovation of attic floor in the houses of 1970 and 1980 are costeffective in all climate zones, when renovated to a cost-optimal level. The
optimum renovation of this component is cost-effective too for all studied
houses in climate zone 1. The results indicate that the sensitivity of NPP to
climate zones is larger in the houses of 1970 compared to the houses of 1980
and 1990.
The energy saving for space heating of these houses, when the envelope
components are renovated to a cost-optimal level, is illustrated in Figure 5.21.
This Figure illustrates the contribution of the climate zones and house vintages
to optimum saving of heat demand.

Figure 5.21. Space heat demand reduction due to cost-optimum renovation of attic floor in
houses from different vintages, located in different climate zones (adapted from paper IV)

The results of space heat demand reduction (Figure 5.21) indicate that the
houses of 1970 could offer about 670% more energy saving, compared to the
houses of 1990, when the attic floor is renovated to cost-optimal level. This
figure is about 260% when the houses of 1970 are compared to the houses of
1980.
Similar exercise was performed on renovation of exterior walls. The results
of cost-optimisation analysis for implementing the additional insulation on
exterior walls are illustrated in Figures 5.22 to 5.24.
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Figure 5.22. The trends of NPP when the thickness of extra insulation on exterior walls
varies for the house of vintage 1970, considering different climate zones (Adapted from
paper IV).

Figure 5.23. The trends of NPP when the thickness of extra insulation on exterior walls
varies for the house of vintage 1980, considering different climate zones (Adapted from
paper IV).

Figure 5.24. The trends of NPP when the thickness of extra insulation on exterior walls
varies for the house of vintage 1990, considering different climate zones (Adapted from
paper IV).
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The results presented in the Figures 5.22 to 5.24 indicate that the costoptimum renovation of exterior walls in these single-family houses is not costeffective with the assumed parameters (i.e. discount rate of 3%, energy price
increase of 1.5% and the lifespan of 50 years). This condition is same for all
houses of this type, in all climate zones. The sensitivity of NPP to the climate
zones, in house of 1970 is considerably more than the houses of 1980 and
1990.
Figure 5.25 illustrates the energy saving for space heating of these houses,
when exterior walls are renovated to a cost-optimal level.

Figure 5.25. Space heat demand reduction due to cost-optimum renovation of exterior
walls in houses from different vintages, located in different climate zones (adapted from
paper IV)

The results of space heat demand reduction (Figure 5.25) indicate that the
houses of 1970 could offer about 310% more energy saving, compared to the
houses of 1990, when the exterior walls are renovated to a cost-optimal level.
This figure is about 180% when the houses of 1970 are compared to the
houses of 1980.
Similarly, the NPP calculation was done for the windows replacement. The
results of NPP for replacing windows with the new windows of lower Uvalues are illustrated in Figures 5.26 to 5.28.
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Figure 5.26. The trends of NPP when new windows U-value varies for the house of vintage
1970, considering different climate zones (Adapted from paper IV).

Figure 5.27. The trends of NPP when new windows U-value varies for the house of vintage
1980, considering different climate zones (Adapted from paper IV).

Figure 5.28. The trends of NPP when new windows U-value varies for the house of vintage
1990, considering different climate zones (Adapted from paper IV).
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The energy saving for space heating of these houses (when the windows
are replaced) is illustrated in Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.29. Space heat demand reduction due to cost-optimum renovation of windows in
houses from different vintages, located in different climate zones (Adapted from paper IV)

The results of space heat demand reduction (Figure 5.29) indicate that the
houses of 1970 could offer about 180% more energy saving, compared to the
houses of 1990, when the windows are replaced by new windows to a costoptimal level. This figure is about 140% when the houses of 1970 are
compared to the houses of 1980.
In order to compare the cost-effectiveness of energy renovation of the
houses envelope components, when renovated to a cost-optimal level, the
results of Net Present Profit for all studied components, are illustrated in
Figure 5.30. The corresponding energy saving for space heating is illustrated
in this Figure too. The NPP were calculated, assuming 1% discount rate,
0.091€/kWh of DH price, 1.5% energy price development and 50 years
lifespan.
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Figure 5.30. Renovation cost-effectiveness of houses envelope components (from different
construction period), when renovated to cost-optimal level and the corresponding energy
saving, considering 50 years lifespan, 1% discount rate and 1.5% energy price
development.

5.5.
Optimum renovation pattern with
budget constraint
Following the paper IV, a financial constraint was considered as a barrier
for energy renovation of building envelope. This requires further analysis on
the renovation of single-family houses where the capital cost of renovation
may be of a concern from the house owner point of view. In such a case,
reducing as much space heat demand as an allocated budget of energy
renovation allows would be one of the main problems while planning the
renovation of buildings. Obtaining maximum energy saving with a limited
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budget for renovation is the problem which house owners may struggle to
solve. The allocation pattern of limited budget which can provide maximum
energy saving is the optimum answer in such a problem. Allocating a limited
budget to very few choices of energy renovation measures is a straightforward
exercise as there are not many alternatives to choose from. However, in a
renovation project of a building where there are a large variety of energy
renovation measures in different components, the problem of distributing a
limited budget (budget allocation pattern) to obtain maximum possible energy
saving creates a problem that requires complex mathematical methods to
solve. The representative single-family house from 19611975 (section 4.3.2)
was considered here in order to present a detailed calculation of an
enumerative method’s application to solve this problem (i.e. energy saving
maximisation while the capital cost of renovation packages shall be limited to
a certain budget).
Attic floor, exterior walls and windows were considered for energy
renovation of house envelope. The considered energy saving measures for the
envelope components include wide range of extra insulation thicknesses for
opaque components and a wide range of U-values for new windows (section
4.4). Therefore, the problem can be defined as minimisation of f(xi , yj , zk)
which is a function of space heat demand with variables of the energy saving
measures of xi , yj and zk.
Where,
xi = additional attic insulation thicknesses (mm) where
i ∈50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500;
yj = additional exterior walls insulation thicknesses (mm) where
j ∈45, 95, 120, 145, 195, 215, 240, 290, 340, 400, 500 and
zk = new windows U-values (W/m2K) where
k ∈1.2, 1.1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6

The problem is to minimise f(xi, yj, zk) as long as Ci + Cj + Ck  allocated
budget of renovation.
Where
Ci = the costs of implementing different thicknesses of additional
insulation on attic floor;
Cj = the costs of implementing different thicknesses of additional
insulation on exterior walls and
Ck = the costs of implementing new windows with different U-values.
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The space heat demand of all renovation packages shall be calculated by
performing whole building energy simulation. There are totally 924
renovation packages, as described in section 4.1.4. The corresponding capital
cost of renovation for each package shall be estimated too. The results of the
reduced heat demand which can be achieved by implementing the renovation
packages are illustrated in Figure 5.31 for climate zone 1 of Sweden. In this
Figure, all possible combinations of the considered energy saving measures
are presented as renovation packages. The reduced energy for space heating
due to implementing each package was calculated and is illustrated in this
Figure versus the capital cost of the corresponding package.

Figure 5.31. Reduced heat demand due to renovation packages in climate zone 1

Similar exercise has been done for the houses in different climate zones of
Sweden. The obtained results are presented in Figures 5.32 to 5.35. Each point
in these Figures represents one renovation package. These Figures illustrate all
energy renovation possibilities (i.e. renovation packages) and the required
capital cost between €30000 and €40000. This range was assumed for better
visibility of the details. The renovation packages which are located on the
uppermost points of the scatter results (known as Pareto frontier) represent the
largest energy saving that could be achieved by each allocated budget (e.g.
any capital cost between €30000 and €40000, in this example).
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Figure 5.32. Reduced heat demand due to house envelope renovation, in climate zone 1
(Adapted from paper V)

Figure 5.33. Reduced heat demand due to house envelope renovation, in climate zone 2
(Adapted from paper V)
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Figure 5.34. Reduced heat demand due to house envelope renovation, in climate zone 3
(Adapted from paper V)

Figure 5.35. Reduced heat demand due to house envelope renovation, in climate zone 4
(Adapted from paper V)

The renovation packages that correspond to the points on Pareto frontier
are the deepest possible renovation package of the house envelope that can be
considered for each allocated budget. However, this maximum achievable
energy saving differs in different climate zones. Table 5.3 presents the energy
renovation packages that can offer maximum energy saving by certain
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renovation budgets (between €10000 and €40000). The results indicate that
the climate zone does not change the optimum renovation pattern. Renovation
pattern, in this context, refers to the pattern in which the allocated budget is
distributed between different components of the house envelope. For example,
the optimum renovation pattern which can offer maximum energy saving with
€40000 includes 450mm extra insulation on attic floor, 500mm extra
insulation on exterior walls and new windows with the U-value of 0.6W/m2K.
This pattern is shown in the last column of Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Optimum renovation packages of the house envelope for the allocated budget of
renovation, between €10000 and €40000 (Adapted from paper V)

The allocated budgets of renovation that are selected in Table 5.3 are
examples to show the trend of changes in renovation pattern. The renovation
cost of €40000 is the cost of implementing the most energy-efficient measures
on each component. These measures include extra insulation with maximum
possible thickness on opaque components and new windows with the lowest
available U-value.
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6. Conclusions
In the present work, the cost-effectiveness and cost-optimality of building
envelope energy renovation have been studied in order to provide knowledge
on where to start the renovation in building envelope and how deep could the
renovation be, when microeconomics of energy saving is concerned. In this
chapter, the conclusions of the study are presented for each research question
(described in 1.1).
In order to answer the first research question, several methods for costoptimisation and cost-effectiveness analysis of buildings energy renovation
were employed. The methods include the ratio of capital investment per saved
energy (ISE), marginal cost difference and Net Present Profit (NPP). These
methods follow the concept of cost-benefit analysis for the operation cost of
space heating in buildings. However, only the suggested NPP method provides
information on the trend of cost-effective measures which is especially useful
when all available measures, within practical ranges, are evaluated. The
method is based on NPV and it is capable to identify the cost-optimal level of
renovation. In addition, for profitable measures, it provides a span which starts
with minimum investment and ends with maximum energy saving. For nonprofitable measures, NPP provides information on how to minimize financial
loss if the renovation is inevitable. An extensive sensitivity analysis would be
suggested too in order to obtain a better understanding of the magnitude of
cost-effective renovation sensitivity to techno-economic parameters such as
discount rate, energy price increase and lifespan of building after renovation.
This understanding is necessary in cost-effective energy renovation planning
and incentives allocation policy.
With regard to the second research question, the results obtained from
sensitivity analysis revealed a significant contribution of the economic
parameters to the cost-optimal level of energy renovation as well as the costeffectiveness of optimum measures. The cost-effectiveness of building
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envelope renovation appears to be significantly sensitive to discount rates. For
example, the cost-effectiveness is reduced by about 170%, when the discount
rate changes from 2% to 6%. The energy price development exerts
considerable influence on cost-effectiveness too. The performed analysis
indicates an increase of about 60% in cost-effectiveness, when energy price
increases from 2% to 4%. The contribution of building remaining lifespan to
the cost-effectiveness and the cost-optimal level of energy renovation is not
significant when comparing the lifespans within a range of 40 – 60 years.
Despite the significant contribution of economic parameters to the costeffectiveness of energy saving measures, different economic scenarios (i.e.
Sustainability, Intermediate and BAU) do not lead to a considerable change in
the space heat demand reduction when the building is renovated to a costoptimal level. Therefore, the marginal energy saving may not be a strong
motivation for energy renovation when different economic scenarios are
compared in cost-optimality approach. However, the cost-effectiveness of
energy renovation can have an initial and important role in decision making
process of building energy renovation.
The extensive study on cost-optimality and cost-effectiveness of building
energy renovation in this thesis would allow demonstrating the following
findings (i.e. required to answer the third research question):
Which component in building envelope, from which building vintage,
located in which climate zone would offer more cost-effective renovation?
This information is essential for prioritisation of buildings energy
renovation in the building stock level, when the cost-effectiveness is
concerned. Findings from analysing the single-family houses indicate that the
existing potential for cost-effective energy renovation is significantly more in
the northern climate zones compared to the southern zones. In terms of energy
saving, windows replacement offers far more total energy saving than other
envelope components considered in this study. Space heat demand reduction
appears to be about 100% more in climate zone 1, compared to zone 4, when
existing windows are replaced with the new windows at a cost-optimal level
for all considered houses of different vintages. Changing and upgrading the
existing windows in all considered houses can be suggested as the most
energy-efficient renovation measure. Depending on the economic scenarios, it
may be suggested as cost-effective measure too. The cost optimum U-value
for the new windows would vary between 1.2 and 0.6 W/m2K, depending on
the economic scenario, building location (outdoor climate) and thermal
performance of the house envelope. Renovation of exterior walls appears to be
hardly cost-effective as it is typically the costliest measure to implement. In
contrast, energy renovation of attic floors can be suggested as an easily
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implementable and relatively affordable renovation measure, as it requires less
investment. It offers less energy saving compared to other components of
house envelope. It is however, more attractive measure from costeffectiveness perspective.
In summary, buildings of northern climate zones are more cost-effective,
compared to southern zones, when renovated to a cost-optimal level. The
houses from vintage 1970 are more cost-effective than the houses from
vintage 1980, followed by the houses from the vintage 1990, when renovated
to a cost-optimal level. The older house in northern zones could provide more
energy saving when renovated to a cost-optimal level, compared to newer
houses or those in the southern zones.
These approaches and the findings may be used for different types of
building’s ownership, from private-owned to municipality-owned buildings, in
order to plan for an efficient financing pattern. Such profitability-oriented
order could help to allocate financial incentives in more efficient manner. The
governmental organisations and financial institutions would be more
motivated when such cost-profitability order is available and transparent for
an energy renovation plan.
On a single building level, the building owner might face the problem of
how to efficiently allocate renovation budget to different components and to
maximise the energy saving. This is in particular a challenging question when
a large number of renovation measures exist. This was the fourth research
question interest of this thesis. In order to solve this problem, the enumerative
algorithm of Brute-force was used. Regardless the type of building’s
ownership, financial barriers would affect the renovation process in one way
or another. Therefore, performing the enumerative optimisation exercise
would be essential to efficiently manage the budget to reduce the space heat
demand as much as the budget would allow. This problem was defined as an
optimisation problem for the allocation pattern of renovation budget. This
exercise was performed on the single-family houses in different climate zones.
A set of optimum renovation packages were suggested for a range of
renovation budget for the representative house, considered in this study.
The enumerative algorithm of Brute-force would be suggested as an
appropriate method to solve such optimisation problem since it can guarantee
to find the optimum solution. Thanks to considering a broad range of outdoor
climates in the cost-optimality analysis, the findings of this work would be
applicable in the regions with the climates within the studied range and
beyond, as long as the building characteristics would be similar to those
studied here.
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7. Limitations and proposals for the
further studies
This study is based on the energy balance simulation of case-study
buildings that requires numerical analysis. In the simulation analysis, the
operation schedule of building was assumed to be constant throughout the
entire year. However, the actual operation pattern may be significantly
dependant on the residents’ behaviour and their individual energy use pattern.
This study is limited to microeconomics of the energy renovation of
buildings. However, other aspects of energy renovations, such as social
benefits, user comfort, environmental impacts and macroeconomics
advantages are the benefits that could be expected from an energy renovation
of residential buildings. In contrast, the behavioural effects might appear as a
rebound effect of an energy renovation and restrain the renovation targets to
be achieved. Below, some limitations and uncertainties in this study are
outlined.






The results of the performed studies are based on energy balance
simulations. However, the real life limitations (e.g. rebound effects of user
behaviour) may cause significant changes in the implications of energy
renovation on reduced heat demand.
Although the cost calculation database, which was used in this study, is an
established database in the construction industry of Sweden, the cost of
renovation may be subject to a large fluctuation due to market and
economy uncertainty.
The timespan used in the cost-effectiveness and cost-optimisation analysis
of this study was assumed to be the remaining lifespan of the building
after renovation. The lifespan of the energy saving measures was assumed
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to be same as the remaining lifespan of building. The maintenance cost
and inter-replacement costs have not been considered in this thesis.
A large part of the existing residential building stock in Sweden requires
renovation for the repair and maintenance or user comfort purposes.
Therefore, the energy efficiency improvement of this stock can,
financially, benefit from this opportunity and have a reduced cost of
implementing the energy efficiency measures. This has not been
considered in this study. In order to consider this opportunity in the costeffectiveness analysis, any single renovation project shall be studied based
on the specific conditions and circumstances of its own.

Further studies:
Following the study and the obtained results, presented in this thesis, two
general subjects are suggested for the further research work as outlined below.
 Behavioural study of building’s residents after energy renovation: The
impact of building residents’ behaviour on the successfulness of building
energy renovation has to be taken into account.
Post-delivery adjustments may be required for the best results after
implementing energy renovation measures. The building residents’
behavioural model and energy use pattern, for instance, are the factors
which affect energy renovation success. The user comfort is to be
considered as it directly exerts influence on the residents’ behaviour.
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Risk assessment of the energy renovation: Building energy renovation is
subject to uncertainties which could cause scepticism in investment to
significant degree. These uncertainties may be, e.g. energy saving
estimation, climate change scenarios, energy use pattern after renovation,
degradations in heating systems and building performance and economic
uncertainties. In order to provide sufficient level of confidence for
renovation decision makers, a good knowledge of the existing
uncertainties is required and risk assessment would be necessary to study
in order to choose the best renovation solution.
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